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DESTINATION GUIDE: TULUM, RIVIERA MAYA, MEXICO
Experience warm starry nights and clear turquoise waters

One arrives in Tulum on a modest two lane highway called RT 15. As you pass the Parc Nationale de Tulum with its Mayan
ruins you are greeted by colorful single story restaurants, and surf shacks. Then, the magic starts as the road meets the coast.
You wind through lush jungle that shades the road, Tulum beach on one side with its eco-friendly beach hotels, yoga retreats
and beachfront vacation rentals; and funky restaurants and art galleries and clothing shops on the other side. There are no
towering hotels or resorts in Tulum. Instead, it has a more modest profile, like St Barths or Jose Ignacio.
What WIMCO Can Do For You
From our headquarters in the US, we are in constant communication with our team members and associates in Providenciales,
ensuring that we have the kind of local knowledge, insights and contacts required to create a memorable vacation for you.
Once you book a villa or hotel with us, WIMCO’s Concierge Services team jumps into action - booking your international and
local flights, setting-up airport arrivals service and rental cars, pre-stocking your villa with groceries or arranging private chef
service, making restaurant reservations, recommending local sights and activities and so much more. You are in good hands.
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About the Villas
Sustainable living sums up the villa experience in Tulum. There are concerted efforts to reduce the carbon footprint–buying
locally produced toiletries for the villas, commissioning local wood workers to make guest bag items, villas with solar power–the
list goes on. “Eco-friendly” is a way of life on this sandy-toed stretch of palm-fringed beaches and turquoise waters.
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Restaurants & Bars
Tulum has a well-developed culinary scene. The most famous restaurant is Hartwood, which usually has a line stretching out
the door—but the good news is we can help with reservations for its popular tables. The menu here changes daily based on
the sea and land that offer harvests each day. It’s packed every night, even in the low season, for good reason. The food,
mostly cooked in a brick-oven grill, is prepared to perfection—tender meats, roasted vegetables, and delicious sauces.

Head downtown for budget-friendly, casual places to eat. Stop by Taqueria Honorio for the area’s best cochinita pibil, or El
Camello Jr. for ultra-fresh ceviche. Here are a few more of our favorites:

ANTOJITOS LA CHIAPANECA
One of the best-loved taco places in downtown Tulum, Antojitos de Chiapaneca is only open for dinner and always full of
locals. The menu is simple: pick from al pastor, beef, or chicken, in either a taco or torta. The al pastor here is famous—it
roasts on a spit all day and has a great char. There’s also a small menu of snacks, including delicious empanadas (make sure
to order one with Oaxacan cheese). Once the food comes to your table, take it to the center of the restaurant, which has five
large molcajete bowls filled to the brim with sauces and condiments: guacamole, a spicy red sauce, limes, onions, and lettuce.
No matter what combination you use, you’re guaranteed a cheap, satisfying, and filling meal.
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LUNA
The open-air Luna restaurant is part of the hotel Tata Tulum. Come as early as 8 a.m. to sample the multi-page breakfast menu,
espresso, and fresh-squeezed juices and smoothies. Lunch and dinner, served continuously until 11 p.m., show off the woodfired grill and super-fresh ingredients in dishes like rib-eye tacos and grilled-avocado guacamole. You won’t find a friendlier
staff!

LA POPULAR
La Popular is one of two restaurants at the Nomade hotel. It’s well known for its expertly prepared grilled seafood– from octopus
confit to tacos to a catch of the day with various sauces. The restaurant is set right along the beach, with a variety of seating
options spread out along the slope. Underneath the trees and string lights, there are proper tables and chairs, as well as low
coffee tables on carpets and cushy pillows for chairs, cabanas, and even swings. If you’re not a guest but want to take advantage of the cozy beach cabanas, there’s a minimum spend of 600 pesos (quite easy to get to if you’re having a meal or a few
drinks between two people). The portions are generous and filling.
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ZIGGY’S
Ziggy’s uses only native and local products, and fresh ingredients of the highest quality. Only food that’s 100% free of preservatives is served. Using cutting-edge techniques they create and deliver an experience of Mexico’s true flavors. The whole
wheat bread is baked fresh daily, served with their own tropical fruit jams with mixtures of spices, slowly cooked over the
stove. Start your day with seasonal fruit smoothies mixed with natural cocoa, coconut oil & superfoods.

MINA
One of the newest hybrid restaurant-bars in Tulum, Mina is a sister restaurant to Argentinean spot Casa Banana. The cocktails
here are intriguingly good, from a Tango Long Island Iced Tea with homemade root beer, lemon, and Argentinean yerba maté
to a gin and tonic with Mexican gin. There’s a huge open grill, where a suckling pig roasts on a spit all day. The décor is accented with wooden and leather touches, and the open-air portion is a great place to people-watch all day.
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Things to Do
Tulum’s most well-known attraction is its ruins, and there are plenty of them in the surrounding areas, from the Tulum Ruins (located right at the north end of Tulum Beach) to the awesome Coba. But most visitors are really coming here to do absolutely
nothing but read on a beach (Tulum’s is gorgeous, but the adventurous should head slightly north to the even more stunning
Xpu-Ha). And no trip here would be complete without a visit to the Sian Ka’an Biosphere Reserve, a UNESCO World Heritage
site, or a few soul-cleansing yoga classes.
COBÁ
Once the most powerful Mayan city-state in the northeastern Yucatán, this 26-square-mile site, crisscrossed by raised limestone
roads is called sacbéob and is home to three pyramids—it remains relatively untouched by excavators’ hammers and tourist
traffic. A highlight is Nohuch Mul, the Yucatán’s tallest pyramid; the distinctive architecture bears more of a resemblance to
Guatemala’s Tikal than to neighboring ruins. Paths large and small make exploring easy.

SIAN KA'AN BIOSPHERE RESERVE
This massive natural reserve is a UNESCO World Heritage site. The area has been home to a Mayan community since 600
B.C. The best way to see it is with a half-day tour from Visit Sian Ka’an, which includes a guided visit to several Mayan archaeological sites (which are still undergoing restoration), a look at the trees and species that are endemic in this area, and a
boat ride through the lagoon.
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GRAN CENOTE
Tulum is full of cenotes—natural pools where you can go swimming, often with caves. The Gran Cenote is one of the most wellknown, because it’s great for families and well-equipped to handle visitors. You’ll find it off the side of the road near downtown
Tulum. The cenote itself is a series of caves connected by waterways, so you can swim from one end to another. The water is
crystal clear, and you can see fish from the surface.

MAYAN RUINS
Plan on a guided tour while visiting these ancient ruins, which is well worth it for context and better understanding of the
Mayan culture. The 15 pyramids are illuminated in shades of red, blue, and amber for 45-minute nighttime tours. The "Visitas
Nocturnas" experience includes an audiovisual introduction to the Mayan site, followed by a guided walk through part of the
largest structure, El Castillo, whose labyrinthine passages lead 150 feet down to the Caribbean.
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The Beach
Tulum Beach, which runs the length of the Tulum, is open to the public. The famous Mayan ruins are located on the northern
end of the beach. Further south, you’ll find hotels located along the beach, but even if you’re not staying at one of them (the
best include Papaya Playa, La Nomade, and Casa Malca), most of them have cabanas that you can use for a minimum fee.
Spend the day lounging in the sand or hopping around the hotel bars.
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Helpful Tips
• English is spoken but not as widely as you’d expect for such a tourist town. It’s helpful to brush up on your Spanish!
• Pesos are the main currency used here although some places will accept USD
• Cash is preferred at most places
• The most reliable bank in town for getting money is Scotiabank — ATMs by the beach are not known to be reliable and
are ripe with fraud
• As a US citizen you don’t need a Visa to travel to Tulum
• Tap water is not acceptable to drink here under any circumstances

Transportation
Taxis are fairly easy to come by, and accept both U.S. dollars and Mexican pesos—but you’re likely to get the best deal paying
in pesos. Tulum’s main road runs all the way down the beach, and is fairly walkable, though you can also take colectivos—
local shuttles—for incredibly cheap prices (20 pesos and up). And several hotels offer bikes for getting around as well.
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Getting There
Fly into Cancun International Airport (CUN) and take a 1 hour, 45 minute taxi or airport shuttle south to Tulum, or rent
a car and explore. Most airlines fly to Cancun from major US cities. JetBlue has direct flights from Boston, Orlando,
Fort Lauderdale, and New York City. Southwest Airlines flies non-stop from Cancun to Denver, Chicago, Austin, Atlanta,
Los Angeles, Charlotte and more. Leave it up to WIMCO’s experienced trip specialists to help you to book all of your
accommodations and deliver you safely!
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